
From The Desk of Mystery (Erik von Markovik), March 2023


Special Announcement… 

...About An Exclusive Mentorship Program...


Can ONE THING Really Double, 
Triple, or Even Quadruple Your 
Success with Women in 2023? 

(Audio Version — 18 min. read time.)


Dear Fellow Pickup Artist,


If you’re a DEDICATED PUA...


Specifically someone who’s actually leaving the house, opening groups, and actively 
WORKING to improve his pickup artist skillset...


Then this may be the most important letter you’ll ever read.


The reason why is because I’m going to show you the most important something I’ve 
ever discovered... and I’m going to show you how to apply it to your dating and sex 
life.


The time is NOW.


And why now?


As we are all aware, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a significant impact on 
businesses and relationships around the world, and my company was no exception.

 

Prior to the pandemic, my company slogan was "Get out of the house", which 
encouraged people to attend in-person training events.


However, as the pandemic hit, it was clear that the safety of our attendees was the top 
priority, and we had to quickly shift our focus to virtual events.


This shift also meant I had to adapt our company slogan, and I decided on "Prepare to 
be amazing”.
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Despite the challenges of running a business during a pandemic, my personal life also 
faced significant hardships. 


I ended my three-year relationship with my then girlfriend, Saana…


A year later, I lost both my mother and brother. Their passings were particularly difficult, 
as I was not permitted to enter Canada to attend neither funeral due to travel 
restrictions. 


Amidst these personal struggles, I also experienced a health scare during a bootcamp 
in Kiev, Ukraine just before the war. I lost my 3D vision for four days, and doctors 
initially misdiagnosed me with a deadly aneurysm, something my brother died of.


As you can imagine, this was a terrifying time for me, and my loved ones. 


However, it was later discovered that the cause of my vision loss was due to a 
congenital condition, where one side of my brain is volumetrically larger than the other 
hemisphere, causing the artery that leads to the larger hemisphere to become beefed 
up. Asymmetry, yes, But an aneurysm? No.


While this condition is not life-threatening, it did require ongoing medical attention and 
monitoring.


In addition to these health and personal struggles, two of my dental implants failed, 
which required me to fly to Spain to get them fixed under warranty. 


While I was there, I was able to receive care from my trusted dentist, Dr. Rosa Ventura, 
who had been a source of support and comfort during my difficult times.


While all of these challenges were difficult to overcome, they were not insurmountable. 


I received support from my wingman, Beckster, and Dr. Rosa, who helped me through 
the hard times. For that I am grateful for.


As COVID-19 restrictions began to ease, Beckster and I decided to resume traveling 
and conduct our world-class training events once again.


Despite the many setbacks I faced, I managed to turn my game around and regain my 
passion for helping others improve their love lives. 


I am now back in good health, good spirits, and most importantly, happily back to 
conducting training events, as travel restrictions have eased.
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BACK IN THE GAME! 

So, how did I overcome these difficulties? And what was the discovery I made that 
turned it all around? Throughout my years of helping men like you, I’ve come to realize 
something...


It’s called the ONE BIG DOMINO, and when identified, will totally transform your 
success in life and with women. And if you can find it and knock it down...


Everything will change... And faster than you could possibly imagine!


Tripled His Dates, Then Quadrupled them again * 

What’s crazy is everybody’s ONE BIG DOMINO is different.


Meet Thomas, a student who approached me in 2020 with a challenge.


Unlike John, who I’ll get to in a moment, Thomas had difficulties grasping the essential 
elements for successfully dating and attracting women.


As a shy individual with low self-confidence, Thomas encountered difficulties 
approaching women and effectively communicating his personality. 


Consequently, he had limited romantic prospects and felt discouraged with his love 
life…


I quickly recognized that Thomas was facing a mindset issue referred to as "the fear of 
rejection.”


He was afraid of being turned down by women, which prevented him from taking 
action…


To support Thomas, I focused on boosting his confidence and teaching him how to 
express his personality in an engaging and interesting manner, through the use of 
comedic gambits.


I taught him the utilization of material in his approach and how to be more appealing 
while conversing with women.


Thomas also had a phobia of nightclubs and social gatherings, further restricting his 
chances of meeting women…


To overcome this fear, I encouraged him to put his newly acquired skills into practice by 
approaching a set number of groups (including mixed sets) in noisy environments.
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With time and dedication, Thomas transformed into a confident and charismatic man 
who was capable of attracting beautiful women, I saw it with my own eyes.


He conquered his fear of rejection and was able to engage in successful interactions 
with women in various social situations.


Thomas realized that success with women was not about doing countless things, but 
about focusing on the key factor - expressing his personality, systematically.


He now goes out a few times a week with the aim of continuously enhancing his social 
skills.*


I personally like to game more (and then take long periods off)...


But whatever. The point is - you don’t need to (and should NOT try to) be “gaming all 
the time”.


From The Verge Of Celibacy To Finding Love * 

Meet John, a 35-year-old entrepreneur from San Francisco who had a successful 
business, but was struggling to find a fulfilling relationship.


John had always been shy and introverted around women, and despite his financial 
success, he felt like something was missing in his personal life.


After hearing about my pickup training services from a colleague, John decided to 
attend one of my bootcamps in Las Vegas.


During the bootcamp, I observed John as he interacted with several women and 
quickly identified his main sticking point.


He lacked confidence in his delivery and was struggling to make a connection with the 
women he talked to.


Through instant feedback and coaching, my wingman Beckster and I were able to help 
John overcome his confidence issues and refine his delivery. 


He learned how to project confidence and express his personality in a way that was 
attractive to women.


After the bootcamp, John began applying what he had learned and started to 
experiences … results. 


He felt more comfortable approaching and talking to women, and he began to attract 
the attention of women who were interested in him for who he was, rather than just his 
financial success.
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Over time, John continued to attend more of my bootcamps and refine his skills. 


He eventually met a woman who was a perfect match for him and they began dating 
seriously.


Today, John is in a happy and fulfilling relationship, and he credits his success to the 
skills he learned during our training bootcamps. 


He no longer feels like he is on the verge of celibacy and is grateful for the knowledge 
and support he received. 


With the help of our pickup training, John was able to find love and fulfillment in his 
personal life.


That’s the beauty of the ONE THING that is absolutely crucial in order to skyrocket 
your game: instant feedback from a world class mentor. 

THE ONE THING = 
Instant Feedback


And when I knocked down ‘my’ ONE big domino...


I went from having to hustle and grind every month just to keep hope alive...


To a stress free love life. I traveled halfway around the world to find my dream girl, and 
she was worth it.


All because I found my ONE big domino… I simply had to polish my already existing 
game by getting infield and opening sets. The only way to win is by getting out and 
opening sets, preferably with a good wingman or two.


“Behind every great man is a great woman” - as the saying goes, but you still have to 
be able to find her, attract her, and structure the opportunity to be seduced by her. 


You might have to date many beautiful women before you find the one that you're 
compatible with, and fits your criteria, but I can assure you, I’ve seen dream girls in 
every city we go to.


That's why we pick target rich locations around the world to train in so you can find 
your dream girl.


Imagine What Could Happen 
If You Found Your “One Big Domino”... 
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Imagine how that could change your game...


You could double, triple or even quadruple your success...


All while decreasing stress...


You could spend more time with the people you love... And not always have to be 
gaming...


You could have the option to experience life on a whole other level... All by finding 
that ONE big domino in your game...


But finding it can be hard. It can take years of trial and error. Hundreds of hours 
searching, wasted on easily avoidable mistakes.


The good news is, I’m going to find your ONE THING for you!


...You don’t have to worry about implementing a whole bunch of ideas that you don’t

have time for.


...You don’t have to put even more on your to-do list.


All you have to do is focus on that ONE THING that I uncover...


And you could double, triple or even quadruple your dating life… all while 
decreasing stress and time invested.


Does That Sound Like Something You Want?


If it is, I can help you. 


BUT THERE’S MORE TO THE STORY 

THE 4 KEYS OF PROFICIENT PICKUP =  
Structure, Material, Delivery, and 

Volume & Velocity 

Getting amazing results and actually pulling this off is - like most things - harder than it 
looks. And totally transforming your game takes time, effort, and energy.


In order for me, and my extraordinarily talented wingman Beckster to really help you, I 
need to work with you for about 9 months.
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The secret to the 4 Keys? Turn them all at once!


You’ll learn from me, and master, the Structure (of a solid pickup)...


Personality conveying Material (to fill in the structure)…


Good Delivery, because a pickup artist is a performing artist...


Accelerate your learning curve with Volume & Velocity…


And you’ll get The ONE THING that makes all the difference: Instant Feedback from 
Mystery and Beckster infield over numerous nights out together. We’ll knock down all 
your dominos, one by one, starting with your biggest domino.  

If you’re interested in working together with me and Beckster,


Here’s What We Got For You: 

Beckster and I have created a PUA training school called WINGMEN UNITE! that 
offers a 9 month mentorship program with meetings that are limited to just EIGHT 
people. 


Yes. EIGHT - just like in my VH1 television show The Pickup Artist.


Our entire focus is on finding your ONE THING, perfecting it, and implementing it. Once 
that’s done, we find the next ONE THING and implement that…


We’ll accomplish this by meeting three times over the next 9 months and by talking 
on videophone when necessary. My top priority this year is WINGMEN UNITE! 
students’ progress towards PUA Mastery. 


That’s 3 long-weekend bootcamps; 3 days of pickup theory and 3 nights-out per 
long-weekend. We will gather in a small group of like-minded individuals and go infield 
onto rooftop patio bars and into beach-clubs with us repeatedly to provide you with       
9 months of instant feedback.


Each of the 3 weekend bootcamps will be held in a different city if possible. You’ll know 
people when you get there. You’ll know me and Beckster … and the 7 other PUAs who 
will grow with you.


Think Las Vegas. Miami. Helsinki. Or even Bali. Beckster and I have gamed in all of 
them.
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You’ll have a say in the cities we choose, together. Book your flight, Uber to our shared 
villa, and settle in.


If accepted, Beckster and I can absolutely guarantee you’ll be thrilled because we’ve 
done this before - repeatedly. It’s how many PUAs before you have mastered their 
game, some of them going on to become professional Pickup Coaches in their own 
right.


This “9-Month Mentorship Program” is by invitation only and I’ll give you a link to 
request an invite at the bottom of this letter.


But ...


Before You Apply, Let Me Be Brutally Honest:


This is expensive. (Not ridiculously so... There are certainly more expensive mentorship 
programs out there... But it ain’t cheap.)


Plus, you'll be required to implement what you learn... FAST... And share your results. 
(In other words, "you gotta get out of the house and game girls.")


What else? Hmm... Oh yes, you'll be asked to share what's working in your game with 
the rest of the group (just as fellow group members will be required to share their 
secrets with YOU).


You don’t have to be a pickup artist already but you DO have to have momentum by 
going out to public gatherings and mingling.


Here’s How To Apply: 

Since this is limited to just eight people, I’ve created an application process to filter out 
any tire-kickers or flakes.


Here’s how it works:


1. You’ll see the link to the application at the bottom of this letter.


2. After you fill it out, Beckster and l will review it personally.


3. If we think we *might* be a good fit, I’ll have my wingman Brandon reach out to you 
and schedule a quick 15 minute call so he can answer your questions (and ask you 
a few more as well).


4. Assuming you both still think we’re a good fit, Brandon will then schedule a call 
between you, Beckster and me personally.
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5. That call will be maybe 30 minutes and if we think we’re a good match, we’ll invite 
you to participate.


TIME IS A FACTOR 

This opportunity is extremely limited because...


There are only 8 total slots for this group.


And I’ve sent this letter to my entire mailing list.


So with that said, know that the window of opportunity won’t be open long.


If you feel like this is right for you, click the “Apply Now” link below and fill out an 
application before the remaining spots fill up and you miss out on this opportunity for 
good.


TAP HERE TO APPLY NOW


Thanks for taking the time to read this letter and I look forward to seeing you soon!


Sincerely,

 
Mystery 

P.S. You’re probably wondering a few things.


First, you might be thinking, “Hey - if they’re only taking 8 people, this has GOT to be 
expensive. Like $50,000 or something.” Makes sense.


But it’s nowhere near that. It’s not even half that.


Which might make you wonder, “Then what’s the point of doing it? Seems like it’s not

that much money!”


Well, this project is something Beckster and I call “an ELECTIVE”.


Meaning it’s not something we have to do. It’s an additional project we elect to do this 
year...


Because it’s FUN.


The type of stuff we’d do ANYWAY, gaming in world-class cities with fellow PUA 
friends.


So that’s why we created this project. Because Beckster and I like doing it.
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Anyway - that’s the “inside scoop”. Our “hidden motivation” if you will.


Imagine. The freedom to do cool projects with cool guys because it’s FUN. Pretty 
sweet!


Also, just between us - this offer won’t last. The mentorship program WILL be priced at 
$48,000 in the future.


To celebrate our first-ever group of WINGMEN UNITE! students, we want to offer a 
great deal to you guys. An offer that’s simply too good to pass up).


So - if you want in, APPLY HERE ASAP. The spots will definitely fill up fast. 


P.P.S.


* Hey - remember how I put little red asterisks in the parts where I was telling you about 
Thomas and John?

    

That’s because I want to be clear with you about something: I’m not telling you about 
them as a way of saying “Hey - give me money and you’ll experience exactly what they 
did.”


There’s no way I could know what you can expect - considering we’ve never spoken 
and I don’t know anything about your current progress.


I’m sharing their stories with you to illustrate the power of finding the one big “lever” in 
your game ... and giving all your focus to THAT (as opposed to having a million plates 
spinning at the same time.)



It’s time to find your ONE BIG DOMINO.




TAP HERE TO APPLY NOW
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